Comprehensive back-volume service saves you time, money and effort.

Get everything you need from one source, with one call. Our huge back-volume warehouse, in combination with ready-access to publishers' inventories, second-hand sources and personal collections, helps us to maintain the highest fulfillment rate in the field.

And, with an error-free guarantee that pays you $25 if the order we ship is incorrect, it's easy to see why Jaeger has earned a worldwide reputation for dependability. For details, write, call or FAX us today.

ALFRED JAEGER INC. Dept. AG, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name

Company/Facility

Address

City State Zip

Phone
Perception

Any vendor can provide adequate coverage of English language titles.

Perception

All approval vendors provide the same level of bibliographic expertise.

Perception

Traditional bibliographic resources are sufficient to manage a library’s needs.

Reality

Blackwell’s unified US & UK buying provides comprehensive approval coverage of English language scholarly publications.

Reality

Blackwell’s professional bibliographers deliver a consistently higher level of bibliographic control for the entire range of English language titles.

Reality

Blackwell pioneered coordinated US & UK Internet/Web accessible tools providing better resources to meet the needs of modern libraries.

Blackwell’s Preferred Edition provides the REALITY of complete English language approval services.

Second in a series from BLACKWELL
• Save time
• Reduce paperwork
• Increase accuracy

Just some of the benefits you can enjoy through EDIlink, the electronic data service from Swets.

A wide range of subscription information can now be sent to you in machine readable form, whether diskette, tape or via the Internet.

Make the right connections

Transmit your claims to us automatically and make serials administration that much easier.

We have interfaces with a number of serials automation systems and are happy to discuss your specific system requirements.

Why not explore the possibilities? For us EDI is normal practice. Ask for our EDI leaflet.

Swets—beautifully connected worldwide.
The Next Step in Full Service

YBP Introduces GOBI.
GOBI (Global Online Bibliographic Information) is YBP's online, interactive bibliographic information service available via the worldwide web. GOBI is the successor to YBP's FOLIO service. While retaining all the functions provided by the earlier service, GOBI offers much more. GOBI provides access to an English language database supported by YBP in the US and W.H. Everett & Son in the UK. GOBI offers an attractive, easy-to-use interface, Boolean search capabilities, and simplified order processing. Contact YBP to find out how to register as a GOBI customer.

Full Service is More Than Just a Pretty Interface.
A “full service” book vendor provides much more than top-notch firm order supply, standing order services, and approval plans. Today's libraries demand a full menu of information services and technical support. That's what you'll find at YBP.

Superior Firm Order and Continuations Supply.
Begin with the basics: timely, accurate supply and phenomenal customer service.

YBP's FOLIO Online.
Telnet access to FOLIO continues. FOLIO provides an extensive menu of interactive services: approval and serials bibliographic information, order placement services, shipment history, order status information, online management reporting and more.

Expert Collection Management Services.
Complete coverage and precise approval plans plus customized selection services, innovative supplemental approval options (Paper Preferred and British coverage), large scale collection development project support, shelf-ready plans and more...

Library Technical Services Support.
Top it off with a complete range of library technical services: machine-readable catalog records customized to your requirements, spine labels and cards, barcodes, binding, security stripping or targeting, ownership stamping, etc.

To make your reservation for automatically processed and fully shelf-ready books, contact our Library Technical Services Division at 1-800-258-3774. YBP is an OCLC PromptCat provider.

YBP, Inc.
999 Maple Street
Contoocook, NH 03229 USA
Corporate E-mail: ybp@office.ybp.com
(603) 746-3102 Fax (603) 746-5628
Systems Support: tcsrv@office.ybp.com
US and Canada (800) 258-3774
www Home Page: www.ybp.com
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Now, your library can afford ACM's leading high-tech publications

Become an ACM Institutional Member and discover member-only discounts on the world's leading high-tech journals, conference proceedings and books. Institutional Membership gives your faculty or staff access to the most respected computing and information technology journals available today.

As part of your ACM Institutional Membership, your organization receives automatic subscriptions to ACM's Core Publications Package containing sixteen journals! —This package alone saves your institution up to $1300 off the regular $2352 subscription costs!

And, as an Institutional Member, you can take advantage of these outstanding offers:

Master Special Interest Group (SIG) Package-
Contains all of ACM's SIG Conference Proceedings (40) and all SIG Newsletters (87). This Package provides your library or department with a complete set of SIG literature at the Institutional Member rate of $1,500.

SAVINGS OF $1,500!

The Complete 1996 ACM Conference Proceedings Package- Contains all ACM Special Interest Group Conference Proceedings (40) at a special Institutional Member rate of $1,100!

SAVINGS OF $700!

ACM's CD-ROM Products-
The Electronic Guide to Computing Literature $399 — introductory savings
Design Automation Library (DAL) $300—a $1199 savings!

Additional Core Publications Packages-
Order additional sets at a special Institutional Member Rate of $890 each!
Special Interest Group (SIG) Newsletter Package-
Contains all ACM SIG Newsletters and selected Conference Proceedings (14) at the special Institutional Member rate of $975.

New Technology Package—
For the special Institutional Member rate of only $240, you'll receive four major ACM publications: Multimedia Systems, Wireless Networks, interactions, and StandardView.

SAVINGS OF $1,400!
SAVINGS OF $416!
SAVINGS OF $323!

Membership Dues
Nonprofit .......... $1,050 Corporate, revenue <$25 mil. .......... $1,250 Corporate, revenue >$25 mil. .......... $1,450

Want more information on Institutional Membership? Contact the ACM Member Services Department:

Phone: 1-800-342-6626 (in USA & Canada)
        +1-212-626-0500 (In Metro N.Y. & Outside USA)
Fax: +1-212-944-1318
Email: acmhelp@acm.org
Write: ACM Member Services Dept.
      1515 Broadway
      New York, NY 10036 USA

ACM—Association for Computing

<http://www.spidergraphics.com/atg>
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ACM INTRODUCES THE E-GUIDE

Send for Your FREE DEMO DISC Today!

The Association for Computing (ACM) introduces the E-Guide – the *Electronic Guide to Computing Literature* – CD-ROM. By far, the world’s most comprehensive bibliographic reference to computing literature, it is now being offered at a special introductory rate. *Order now and save up to $100!*

**Send for Your FREE Demo CD-ROM today!**

You’re under absolutely no obligation. If you like what you see, just contact us with your credit card payment or request an invoice. When payment is received we’ll provide you with your own unique access code, unlocking the demo CD-ROM, and giving you full access to the entire database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-Guide Special Rates</th>
<th>Introductory</th>
<th>Regular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Members save $80! Nonmembers save $100!*

**Here’s how to order...**

**Phone:** 1-800-342-6626 (USA/Canada)
+1-212-626-0500 (metro NY/outside USA)
+44-1865-382338 (Europe)

**Fax:** +1-212-944-1318 or +44-1865-381338 (Europe)

**Email:** acmhelp@acm.org or acm_europe@acm.org

**Mail:** ACM Order Dept., P.O. Box 12105
Church St. Station, New York NY 10257

**E-Guide Vital Statistics**
- 230,000 entries covering two decades of computing literature
- One-step installment, easy to navigate
- Abstracts of articles from ACM Publications, from 1990+
- Dual Platform - Windows & MAC
- Simple, intuitive interface
- Powerful search & retrieval capabilities
- Extensive On-line Documentation
- Focuses solely on computer science & related topics
- Cumulative quarterly updates
- Search by title, author, keyword, publisher data and ACM Classification Scheme
- Advanced Boolean search capabilities
- Includes entries from international computing journals, books and monographs, papers from international conference proceedings, doctoral theses and technical reports
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When it comes to accuracy... there's no comparison!

B-I-P Plus

Search objective: Identify all materials by Tom Clancy published 1993-1995

Enter “AU=Tom Clancy”
Enter “PY>1992”
Enter “CS=1 and 2”

11 titles

The Title Source

Author Search... Tom Clancy
Active date filter
“01/93..12/95”

23 titles

Compare Books-in-Print Plus and The Title Source... and you can see for yourself that The Title Source is far more accurate. Not just the March, 1995 edition, but any month you choose to compare.

Which is particularly impressive when you consider that Baker & Taylor's The Title Source also provides more information. In fact, it's the most comprehensive CD-ROM title database available of book, audio and video titles-in-print, out-of-print and forthcoming. Over 1.8 million titles on one disk!

Sound overwhelming? Not at all. The Title Source is extremely user friendly and there are over 75,000 subject headings that enable you to access the exact information you need quickly and easily.

How can one source provide more information... more accurately... month in, month out? Because Baker & Taylor is the source. Our long-standing relationships with the world's publishers insure that we have the most current title information, which is why there are over 130,000 updates to The Title Source each and every month.

The Title Source from Baker & Taylor. Truly incomparable. For more information on this powerful reference tool and our flexible subscription plans, call 1 (800) 775-1800. International customers, please fax 1 (908) 429-4037.

Subscribe to the World Edition!

With over 2.5 million American, British, Canadian, Australasian and European English-language titles on a single monthly CD-ROM, The Title Source, World Edition, is the world's most comprehensive reference tool. Features include:

• Cover price in U.S. dollars, U.K. pounds, or Australian dollars.
• Comprehensive search options—from country of origin to key words.
Access the book and journal information you need . . .
24 hours-a-day, quickly, easily and electronically.

Visit our home page at http://www.greenwood.com!

There you'll find information about new and interesting titles, and about who we are and how to order the books and journals you need. Browse our complete catalog (over 14,000 titles!); our user-friendly menus help you search by title, author, keyword, area of interest and allow you to view or download a description of the books important to you.

No WWW access? Gopher to gopher.greenwood.com.

Subscribe to our E-Mail Book Information Service, FREE!

Sign up today and receive a monthly e-mail message which will tell you about all the new GPG titles in your areas of interest. It's easy to subscribe:

Send e-mail to: bookinfo@greenwood.com
The subject line is: "subscribe"

The body of your message must read: subscribe bookinfo

E-mail our new Price and Availability Service!

You can e-mail us for information about any of our titles and we'll e-mail you right back (if you have direct access to the internet, the return trip should take less than a minute!). If you know the ISBN, you can request price and availability information, along with a description of the title if you choose. You can also request lists of titles by author or of editorial and other contacts here at GPG.

Send e-mail to: prices@info.greenwood.com.

For price and availability, the body of your message should read: [ISBN]

If you'd like a description as well, your message should say: contents [ISBN]

Or just send the message help for more about this fast, free service.

If you have a question or need information about any of GPG's new online services, please send e-mail to: bookinfo@greenwood.com
Bring the right books together,

without falling apart.

Brodart's Compleat Book Serv, premier contract technical services.

When it comes to knowing your library's needs, the expert is you. You work hard at maintaining an up-to-date collection that suits your particular faculty, staff and students. At Brodart, we know how demanding it is to catalog and process the extensive collections of academic libraries. Our Compleat Book Serv can meet those demands.

Brodart's contract technical services are tailored to your library's unique specifications. We provide customized MARC cataloging and classification profiles to reflect the individual requirements of your library and to meet your system requirements. With the help of our Compleat Book Serv catalogers, your materials will be ready for your shelves - and circulation - as soon as you receive them.

Your patrons will appreciate immediate access to your new materials. You will appreciate the outstanding quality of Brodart's custom technical services.

With a little help from Brodart you can keep your collection - and your work load - under control.

800-233-8467, ext. 550
http://www.brodart.com/

©1996 • BRODART CO. • AUTOMATION • BOOKS • FURNITURE • SUPPLIES • 500 ARCH ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701 • 800-233-8467 • FAX 814-323-4678 • BRODART, LTD., 115 ROY BLVD., BRANTFORD, ONTARIO N3R 7X1 • FAX 800-383-0483
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Praise for the Print Version

"I consider this encyclopedia to be a valuable addition to my own virology library. I believe the reader will benefit from this work includes basic scientists in virology and microbiology. If clinicians, students, and others need access to this information, they will find it on the shelves of libraries which choose to house this compilation, and I hope that many libraries will make that choice."

—Harley A. Rotbart, University of Colorado School of Medicine

"The Encyclopedia is user-friendly. Frequent subheadings direct the reader to the appropriate material. The many photographs, figures, and tables enhance the text...The Encyclopedia would be a valuable addition to the reference libraries of medical schools, veterinary schools, graduate schools, and hospitals."

—New England Journal of Medicine

Over 250 articles examine all phases of animal, insect, plant, and bacteriophage viruses... The Encyclopedia of Virology is recommended for reference departments of academic, medical, and corporate libraries."

—Medical Libraries Discussion Group on Internet

The print version of the Encyclopedia of Virology, published in 1994, is one of Academic Press' finest achievements, receiving excellent reviews and recognition in the field. The CD-ROM version will contain many enhanced features, including structural photographs and diagrams cross-referenced to the text, a new section of high-resolution, color coded images and animations, plus advanced searching facilities including a thesaurus, annotation functions, and a journal recording device to record a path through information searches.

**Key Features**

- Figure and table references will be "hot links"
- Quick search and advanced searching capabilities, including full text, fielded, boolean, proximity, and partial word searching
- Thesaurus, annotations, and bookmarking
- Public or private notes can be added
- Customized hypertext links
- Journal serves as a recording device for certain paths through the information
- Twenty QuickTime animations and sixty 3-D color visualizations of viruses specially created for the CD-ROM
- All of the figures from the print version have been redrawn and given a background color relating to the type of virus described

**System Requirements**

The Dynatext disk can be used on Windows, Macintosh, and UNIX (HP UX, AIX, SUN OS, Solairs, IPX, UNIXWARE, OSF) machines, and it will be networkable on a wide range of common systems.

Stand-Alone: $475.00/£300.00/€500.00 ISBN: 0-12-000103-9
Networkable: $800.00/£500.00 ISBN: 0-12-000102-0
January 1996

**Order from your local bookseller or directly from**

**Academic Press,** Inc.
Order Fulfillment Dept. DM17103
6727 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL 32817

24-28 Oval Road, London NW1 7DX, U.K.

Prices subject to change without notice. ©1996 by Academic Press, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 05/96 UK/US/LES
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Where in the world can you find...

- Legal "creative accounting" techniques that can increase earnings?
- Twelve things Japan is doing right now to improve the skills of managers?
- A complete overview of the new product development process?
- Key environmental issues that are changing the ways companies do business?

You'll find all this and much more in Routledge's

**International Encyclopedia of Business and Management**

a brand-new business reference tool to meet your management information needs

When you need management ideas and information, turn first to the *International Encyclopedia of Business and Management*.

**From “Accounting” to “Zaibatsu”**

In the IEBM, you’ll find over 500 entries covering the world of business. These entries are not just definitions or quick snippets of data. Rather, they are complete articles ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 words that offer in-depth coverage not available in any other reference source.

Now you can get a complete picture of complex topics such as collective bargaining...corporate strategic change...fuzzy and chaos systems...groups and teams...innovation and change...management education in China...performance appraisals...privatization and regulation...quantitative methods in marketing...small business finance...strategy and technological development...women in management...and more.

The articles are enhanced with cross-references to related topics, diagrams where needed, and up-to-date suggestions for further reading.

You know you can trust the information in the IEBM because the editorial advisory board reads like a "who's who" of international business. The Chief Editor is Malcolm Warner, of the Judge Institute of Management Studies at Cambridge University, and the Chief Advisory Editor is John Kotter of the Harvard Business School.

Together, they have assembled a team of specialists from the world's leading business schools, including Harvard, Wharton, Stanford, AGSM-Australia, Keio University-Tokyo, London Business School, and others, with contributions from Canada, Brazil, China, Germany, India, Poland, Russia, Nigeria, and more.

**Order early and save $300!**

**Title:** International Encyclopedia of Business and Management

**Publisher:** Routledge (an international publisher based in London and New York, and part of the International Thomson Publishing organization)

**Publication date:** July, 1996

**ISBN:** 0-415-07399-5

**Price:** $999.95 ($1,399.95 Canada) introductory price through September 30, 1996. $1295.00 ($1,813.00 Canada) thereafter.

Offer good only in the U.S. and Canada. Prices subject to change without notice.

To order, call toll-free 1-800-631-7064 from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday through Friday, Eastern time. Or fax your order toll-free to 1-800-248-1724, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Send your order to your bookseller or directly to us at:

**ROUTLEDGE**

7625 Empire Drive, Florence, KY 41042-2919
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Get Professional Help.

Get the professional support you need with the world’s largest, most accurate periodicals database, Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory.

Even irregular and hard-to-find journals are captured and indexed for quick retrieval! So whether you choose Ulrich’s in its print, CD-ROM, online or tape formats, you’ll...

GET HELP WITH ALL YOUR REFERENCE NEEDS...only Ulrich’s offers data on nearly 165,000 unduplicated serials and newspapers from 200 countries — including suspended and ceased serials and almost 10,500 refereed journals — for unsurpassed control over the global periodicals market.

RESPOND TO EVERY SERIALS QUESTION...only Ulrich’s listings give you up to 75 data elements per entry, from ordering information to library classification.

FIND THE LATEST ORDERING INFORMATION...only Ulrich’s gives you over 11,400 newly added titles and 112,000 revisions this year alone. Over 10,600 cessations or suspensions recorded during the past three years are also included in the print editions.

SAVE MONEY WHILE PROVIDING A HIGH LEVEL OF SERVICE...only Ulrich’s identifies titles supplied by document delivery services such as The British Library Document Supply Centers, UnCover, UMI, ADONIS, Congressional Information Service, and many others — so you can stretch your budget by ordering little-used journals by article as needed.

SERVE PATRONS WHO WANT TO CREATE CUSTOM RESOURCES...only Ulrich’s delivers more Copyright Clearance Center notations than any other source to help you keep in compliance with copyright law.

Select the best periodicals for your library with the help of thousands of annotations from Bill Katz’s Magazines for Libraries (available on CD-ROM only).

No wonder professionals around the world agree — no other serials reference system is as extensive, as versatile, or as accurate as Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory. Don’t delay, put this superior database to work in your library today!

For more information on Ulrich’s PLUS, call toll-free: 1-800-323-3288, Fax: (908) 665-3528. For more information on Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory: 1-800-521-8110, Fax: (908) 665-6688. email: info@bowker.com. WWW site: http://www.reedref.com
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Introducing: The newest members of the Reed Reference Electronic Publishing family.

The first name in American achievement: The Complete Marquis Who's Who on CD-ROM

Instantly target hundreds of thousands of outstanding individuals from the past and current Marquis Library (18 different titles in all!) with our dynamic new CD-ROM! Use 30 combinable criteria, including name, age, occupation, education, and more to zero in on any entrant. Thanks to a user-friendly Windows or Macintosh interface from Folio and versatile search and printing options, you'll navigate seamlessly through a universe of human endeavor — from the arts and business to government and science.

Data on 495,000 officially recognized, board-certified physicians — now available on a single resource: ABMS Medical Specialists PLUS®!

ABMS Medical Specialists PLUS is the fastest, easiest way to find and evaluate physicians certified by the member boards of the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS), letting you zero in on a single physician or select groups by specialty or subspecialty and much more! Customize data to prepare your own credentials report ... find a roster of physicians at a particular hospital, medical school, or professional association ... or extract statistics on the number of physicians certified in a certain specialty.

Bill and Linda Sternberg Katz — that's the new Ulrich's PLUS! Ulrich's PLUS lets you quickly and easily retrieve data on over 207,000 periodicals, annuals and irregulars from around the world with 24 search criteria, including editor, keyword, publisher, ISSN. and more!

A unique compilation of the world's greatest literature — now on CD-ROM

For more than 70 years, The Reader's Advisor has provided a fascinating survey of the writers and writings that have shaped our lives and our world — English translations of Kundera, Neruda, and Solzhenitsyn ... the poetry of Angelou, Brodkey, and Ginsburg ... writings about scientific theories, religious and political issues ... and much more! Now you can get this premier resource on CD-ROM. At a touch of your fingertips you'll be able to locate the best in classic and contemporary literary works by combining criteria, such as author, title, subject and ISBN.

Call or write today to order or for more information on all the great new products Reed Reference Electronic Publishing has in store for you! Dial toll free 1-800-323-3288, FAX 908-665-3528, or email: info@bowker.com.

WWW site: http://www.reedref.com
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Reed Reference Electronic Publishing
121 Charlon Road
New Providence, NJ 07974
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new journals from

The MIT Press

The Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics
Edited by Marvin Kalb and Pippa Norris
Sponsored by The Joan Shorenstein Center at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government. The Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics is a major new international publication dedicated to analyzing the interaction of the press, politics and public policymaking. Published quarterly in winter, spring, summer and fall. ISSN 1081-180X. Volume 1 forthcoming.

The Review of Economics and Statistics
Edited by Richard E. Caves, Robert A. Moffitt and James H. Stock
The MIT Press is now publishing The Review of Economics and Statistics, the 77-year old general journal of applied economics. Edited at Harvard University's Department of Economics, The Review has published some of the most important articles in the field of empirical economics. Now, with the installation of a new editorial board, the journal is committed to publishing the highest quality work in empirical economics and applied econometrics. Published quarterly in February, May, August, and November. ISSN 0034-6535.

The European Legacy: Toward New Paradigms
Edited by Sascha and Ezra Talmor
The official publication of the International Society for the Study of European Ideas (ISSEI), The European Legacy: Toward New Paradigms aims to study the exchange of past and present ideas put forth by intellectuals from many different disciplines, including history, philosophy, political theory, literature and languages, sociology and cultural studies. The first three issues of Volume 1 contain the proceedings from the ISSEI's Fourth Conference held in Graz, Austria in August 1994. Published 8 times per year in March, April, May, July, August, October, November and December. ISSN 1084-8870. Volume 1 forthcoming.

Terra Nova: Nature & Culture
Edited by David Rothenberg
Terra Nova is a new journal that seeks to understand the ethical, metaphysical, and aesthetic aspects of the human relationship to nature. Crossing the boundaries between disciplines, Terra Nova publishes contributions from a wide range of fields including philosophy, literature, history, anthropology, geography, environmental studies, psychology, politics, and the arts. Published in winter, spring, summer, and fall. ISSN 1081-0749. Volume 1 forthcoming.

For subscription prices and ordering information, contact: MIT Press Journals,
55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel: 617-253-2889 Fax: 617-577-1545
journals-orders@mit.edu
The Blackwell's key opens the door to a wealth of European periodicals expertise.

Blackwell's is the largest subscription agency in the UK, and one of the largest in the world. With our European-based, multi-lingual staff, and contacts with over 30,000 publishers, Blackwell's must be the first choice for all European subscriptions.

Blackwell's is committed to full EDI trading and to leading edge technology, like Blackwell's CONNECT, which offers on-line access to our database of 1,200,000 journal and book titles. We also provide interfaces with many library automation systems, as well as fast communication with our customers over INTERNET.

In addition, our North American-based help desk and serials specialists continue our commitment to high quality customer service which has been recognised by the accreditation of the international services standard BS EN ISO 9002.

Above all, Blackwell's makes the most of your budget, offering competitive pricing and attractive pre-payment schemes.

Why don't you give us a call and find out how Blackwell's offers you the key to Europe?

Contact Heather Steele, Director of Sales/Americas
Blackwell's Periodicals Division
PO Box 40, Hyde Bridge Street
Oxford OX1 2EU, United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1865-792792 Fax: +44-1865-791438
(heather.steele@blackwell.co.uk)

Or call our North American Help Desk:
1-800-458-3706 (USA) / 1-800-458-3707 (Canada)
http://www.blackwell.co.uk/libserv/

BLACKWELL'S
SUPPLIER OF EUROPEAN JOURNALS TO NORTH AMERICA
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In cooperation with the Library of Congress—McGraw-Hill presents an in-depth and beautifully illustrated history of the atlas.

Images of the World lets us see the atlas for what it really is: a document alive with beauty and human history. Based on an international symposium of the world's leading cartographers and geographical scholars and edited in cooperation with the Library of Congress by two curators of their world-famous map collection, this handsome volume shows that atlases not only reflect the temper, flavor, and color of their times, they also help shape them.

Scholarly and richly illustrated, Images of the World tracks the atlas from its pre-Gutenberg days through its interactive, digitized present. One hundred and ninety-six illustrations, including many never-before-published, historical maps, some from the Library of Congress' own collection, make this a remarkably vivid historical survey.

With the resurgence of interest in geography, libraries and educational institutions are sure to find this a resource much in demand by general readers, geography buffs, scholars, and students alike. And no reader, given the privilege of examining this history- and illustration-rich book will ever see the atlas as a mere source of information on state capitals, the course of rivers, or the shape of coastlines again. That's the significance of Images of the World.

To be published June 1996
0-07-071578-5 / $69.95 (Hardcover)
375 pages • 196 illustrations (48 color)

Available through all library wholesalers or call 800-722-4726, fax 614-755-5645. For more information or a copy of our Library Catalog call Rebecca Seger at 212-337-5036 or e-mail rseger@mcgraw-hill.com
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1996 Publications List
ANNUAL REVIEW OF:

Month of Publication | Retail Prices USA/Other Countries | ISSN | ISBN Prefix
--- | --- | --- | ---
| ANTHROPOLOGY, Volume 25 | $49.00 / $54.00 | 0084-6570 | 1925-7
| October | | |
| ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICS, Volume 34 | $65.00 / $70.00 | 0066-4146 | 0934-0
| September | | |
| BIOCHEMISTRY, Volume 65 | $59.00 / $65.00 | 0066-4154 | 0665-4
| July | | |
| BIOPHYSICS & BIOMOLECULAR STRUCTURE, Volume 25 | $57.00 / $72.00 | 1056-6700 | 1025-0
| June | | |
| CELL & DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY Volume 12 (Formerly AR of Cell Biology) | $56.00 / $61.00 | 1081-0706 | 3112-5
| November | | |
| EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES, Volume 24 | $57.00 / $72.00 | 0084-6597 | 2024-7
| May | | |
| ECOLOGY & SYSTEMATICS, Volume 27 | $52.00 / $57.00 | 0066-4162 | 1427-1
| November | | |
| ENERGY & THE ENVIRONMENT, Volume 21 | $76.00 / $81.00 | 1056-9466 | 2321-1
| October | | |
| ENTOMOLOGY, Volume 41 | $52.00 / $57.00 | 0066-4170 | 0141-2
| January | | |
| FLUID MECHANICS, Volume 28 | $52.00 / $57.00 | 0066-4189 | 0728-3
| January | | |
| GENETICS, Volume 30 | $52.00 / $57.00 | 0066-4197 | 1230-9
| December | | |
| IMMUNOLOGY, Volume 14 | $56.00 / $61.00 | 0732-0582 | 3014-5
| April | | |
| MATERIALS SCIENCE, Volume 26 | $80.00 / $85.00 | 0084-6600 | 1726-2
| August | | |

MEDICINE: Selected Topics in the Clinical Sciences,
Volume 47
April $52.00 / $57.00 0066-4219 0547-7

MICROBIOLOGY, Volume 50
October $53.00 / $58.00 0066-4227 1150-7

NEUROSCIENCE, Volume 19
March $52.00 / $57.00 0147-006X 2419-6

NUCLEAR & PARTICLE SCIENCE, Volume 46
December $67.00 / $72.00 0163-8998 1546-4

NUTRITION, Volume 16
July $53.00 / $58.00 0199-9885 2816-7

PHARMACOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY, Volume 36
April $52.00 / $57.00 0362-1642 0436-5

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, Volume 47
November $56.00 / $61.00 0066-426X 1047-0

PHYSIOLOGY, Volume 53
March $54.00 / $59.00 0066-4278 0358-X

PHYTOPATHOLOGY, Volume 34
September $54.00 / $59.00 0066-4286 1334-8

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY & PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, Volume 47
June $52.00 / $57.00 1040-2519 0617-3

PSYCHOLOGY, Volume 47
February $48.00 / $53.00 0066-4308 0247-8

PUBLIC HEALTH, Volume 17
May $57.00 / $62.00 0163-7525 2717-9

SOCIOLOGY, Volume 22
August $54.00 / $59.00 0360-0572 2222-3

THE EXCITEMENT & FASCINATION OF SCIENCE: Reflections by Eminent Scientists, Volume 4
Dec. 1995 $50.00 / $55.00 2604-0

Note: There is a $3.00 per book handling charge.

Annual Reviews make an impact! Most Annual Review volumes rank at, or near the top of their subject categories in Impact Factor Rankings by the Science Citation Index. Of nearly 6000 publications ranked worldwide three of the top five are Annual Reviews. AR Biochemistry ranks # 2, AR Immunology ranks # 3, and AR Cell Biology ranks # 5.

Individual Annual Reviews articles are available before and after publication directly from Annual Reviews Preprints and Reprints. Call 1-800-347-8007 from the USA or Canada, or 1-415-259-5017 from elsewhere to order.

Annual Reviews INC.
a nonprofit scientific publisher
4139 El Camino Way • P O Box 10139
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0139 • USA

World Wide Web http://www.annurev.org
E-mail service@annurev.org

Place your orders through Booksellers or Subscription Agents or order directly from Annual Reviews Inc.

Call Annual Reviews Toll Free
1-800-523-8635
in the USA/Canada; 415-493-4400 from elsewhere
Monday – Friday, 8 am – 4 pm, Pacific Time
or fax us
1-415-424-0910 • 24 hours a day
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ANNOUNCING...

New Electronic Publications From Chadwyck-Healey

IDIOM™
In-Depth Indexing of Monographs
Our innovative, unprecedented access to the indexes, tables of contents, and MARC records of thousands of books and monographs. ■ Available Now

American Poetry
The full-text database of American poets from colonial times to the early twentieth century, encompassing the poetry of well-known figures such as Walt Whitman, Anne Bradstreet, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, as well as a vast collection of lesser known poets whose previously uncollected poems can now be accessed electronically for the first time. ■ Publication: April 1996

ArchivesUSA™
An unprecedented archival database combining a complete retrospective of NUCMC (National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections), comprehensive NIDS (National Inventory of Documentary Sources) indexes, and information about manuscript repositories in the US. ■ Available Now

Goethes Werke
The full-text of the Weimar Edition of Germany's greatest writer, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe including his complete works, conversations and letters. ■ Available Now

The Bible in English
A database ranging across the whole period of the English Bible containing the complete text of thirteen editions of the Bible, three texts of the New Testament, and two versions of the West Saxon text of the Gospels. ■ Available Now

Editions and Adaptations of Shakespeare
The complete text of eleven major editions of Shakespeare's works from the First Folio to the Cambridge edition of 1863-66, twenty-four separate contemporary printings of individual plays, selected apocrypha and related works, and more than 100 adaptations. ■ Available Now

The Database of African-American Poetry, 1760-1900
An invaluable collection of over 2,500 poems covering not only major poets, such as Paul Laurence Dunbar, but also less familiar writers, such as Ann Plato and Alfred Gibbs Campbell. ■ Available Now

Le Corpus des Oeuvres de Philosophie en Langue Française sur CD-ROM
The works of all philosophers writing in the French language from the Renaissance to 1914. ■ Available Now

Voltaire Electronique
Electronic access to the full-text of the twenty-four volumes published in the Voltaire Foundation's Oeuvres complètes de Voltaire, as well as all other Voltaire texts prepared in electronic form by the Foundation, but not yet published in print. ■ Available Now

For more information contact your Chadwyck-Healey representative at

CHADWYCK-HEALEY, INC.
1101 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-683-4890
1-800-752-0515
Fax: 703-683-7589
E-Mail: mktg@chadwyck.com
Visit our home page at: http://www.chadwyck.com
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The standard by which other client/server systems are judged

Horizon™ is the information management system that sets the standard by giving your library all the benefits of client/server computing.

A true client/server system

The flexibility of an open systems environment means you can add to the system as needs change and adapt to future technologies while leveraging your investment.

Expanded patron access

In addition to your own Horizon database, patrons can use Horizon to gather bibliographic data from any Z39.50-compliant system and connect to global resources over the Internet.

Graphical user interfaces

The Horizon client software offers the familiarity of Microsoft Windows® System 7 (Macintosh®), or OS/2® interfaces. Patrons can search effortlessly with icons, pull-down menus, and point-and-click commands.

Proven by libraries like yours

You need a system with a history of success, one designed by library professionals. Horizon has met those requirements with thorough testing by libraries around the world.

Horizon is available today

You can bring the benefits of Horizon to your library today. Let us show you the leading client/server system.
Hard-to-Obtain Books?

MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

Won’t Take “NO” For An Answer

We do not accept publishers’ OP, NOP, and TOS reports without further research to determine their validity. Our research specialists are dedicated to locating hard-to-obtain titles. Their efforts consist of:

1. Verification of customer’s information in BIP, Forthcoming Books, OP-OSI, CBI, etc.
2. Telephone confirmation from the publisher when there is evidence of availability.
3. Query the library when order information is in doubt.
4. Searching the market for out-of-print titles.
5. Checking for titles available in the U.K. which are often declared out-of-print in the U.S. Obtaining these books is part of our goal of “maximum fulfillment.”

By diligent research we are able to locate many book orders that would otherwise be lost due to publishers’ bad reports, inadequate research, or database dead-ends. Our researchers take over the hunt for titles where computers leave off. We will not cancel an order until we determine that a book is truly unavailable.

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • USA
800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009

A Complete Library Service